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Arrive.by – Cost effective, highly scalable cloud-based fleet 
management system.

BetterPoints - An award winning SaaS Behaviour Change 
Management Platform delivering highly effective evidence-led 
modal shift and sustainability incentive programmes for 
transport and mobility-related organisations, enterprises and 
cities globally.

Capte BV – End-to-end IOT platform that collects data from 
different assets to achieve the best out of vehicle fleets.

CARFIT – A technology that reads car vibration to understand 
their usage and self-diagnose maintenance needs.

Cazana - Automotive insights for the future of vehicle 
ownership. Using big data and predictive analytics, Cazana 
analyses millions of automotive transactions daily to assess the 
value and risk associated with every vehicle on the road.

ev.energy  - An AI-powered software platform that connects 
EVs, chargers, and power grids to intelligently manage EV 
charging. It delivers the cheapest, greenest energy possible, at 
home and on the go.

Helix Technologies - An antenna for GNSS satellite positioning, 
navigation and timing enabling 10cm accuracy - essential for 
autonomous vehicles and drones.

Phantasma Labs - Simulation platform enabling humans to train 
AI for driverless cars at scale.



Dave Hepworth,
Founder and CEO

The problem we are solving is eliminating inefficiencies in small and large scale optimisations in a cost

effective manner.  There is a high cost to scale operations and the inability of competitors to solve large

problem sets economically.  There is also lack of flexibility around custom data or vehicle sets.  Finally, there is

the issue of low customer satisfaction outcomes due to poor delivery transparency, lack of arrival timing

prediction and event notification.The company was started as I was sick of waiting for a courier to deliver or

tradesman to arrive when they said they would.  We don't think this problem has been solved completely yet

by competitors in a similar space so we are looking to do so.

The solution is through routing, scheduling and optimisation via a cloud based SAAS solution.We support

customised map data and vehicles - indoor and outdoor.  We provide time and capacity constraints, allocate

specific drivers to various deliveries, batch orders and finite/infinite fleet planning.We are in the progress of

building iteration 2 of the platform and are looking at integrating the machine learning components for arrival

prediction (previously built out) and anomaly detection (new work).  This next iteration should make it easier

to onboard new customers through a simple sign up procedure.We are also investigating the use of Quantum

Computing to solve some of the more complex routing issues - there is a company in Adelaide that we've

been talking to about getting access to their QC environment.We want to be the engine behind the future of

mobility and optimisation.

The target market is huge - a stable optimisation and

prediction platform can be used to power anything

from delivery, itinerary, travel, navigation, arrival time

predictions for transit and people etc.  It's all about

picking a vertical, perfecting the technology and

then looking at another vertical, then repeat. Right

now we are focusing on the SE Asian market as that

is where we are based, but we are not tied to this

market as maps are available for most of the globe.

Flat fee per task - $0.10.Allow "unlimited"

optimisations against the task.  This is what the

customers wanted as they charge per delivery and

have a variable number of "drivers" per month and

don't want to pay a flat fee per driver.We need to

investigate a fixed monthly fee for driver or

customer or a licensing model.When completed,

anomaly detection is between $0.02-0.05 per task.

Who ARE WE

Cost effective and highly scalable cloud-

based fleet management system.

@arrive_by

Arrive.by

 

problem

Solution

market business model

traction the ask

Seed or pre SeriesA of $500k-$2M to

build out the team.Up to 33%.Previous

valuation was SG $3.5-4M.  Almost

closed raise March 2019 in Singapore -

government backed CVC.  Mandate

changed, invest in SG founders only. 

 Meetings with Grab, Sequoia, Monks

Hill, Decacorn, Spiral and Vertex, other

CVCs.

2 customers - Hey Bianca (AU) and Whyq (SG) - 30k tasks per

month between them ($3.2k).  Whyq doing Food Panda

deliveries.JV with Agrotrak.io, farm to fork from US -> China and US -

> SG.  Demo to Walmart China from airport to Walmart warehouse

in Shenzen late 2019.  On hold - Covid.AU$180k+ revenue1.6M+

taskings60M+ optimisations5B+ routesMaps for AU, NZ, SG, MY,

Shenzhen & Beijing, Nth CABeta agreement with Amazon

SGHelped Zoom2u and Whyq raise $ - stable platform!Feasibility

studies with Happy Inspector, Konica Minolta, Ninja Van

We are a team of 3. Dave, Emma and Cyrus: 2 in Adelaide, 1 in Melbourne.Dave's focus is on efficiency, has a

20 year career in software and IT (he is an engineer) working for Motorola, Cable and Wireless (UK), Defence

Science and Technology Group (AU), South Australia Police - with a focus on automation, optimisation,

machine learning, geospatial applications, UAV/drones. There is a PhD on hold in Quantum Computing which

will be returned to at a later date (or the topic changed...) Dave is very well placed to lead a company in this

space... and actually solve the real-world pressing issues.

Cyrus Allen
Non-Executive
Director
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Daniel Gipple
Founder

Christopher Bristow
COO

UK traffic congestion and poor air quality costs £100b+ p.a with circa 36,000 lives lost. Globally, the cost is

£1t+ with over 5m lives lost p.a. Yet, despite over £1b in UK campaigns to solve this since 2015, single car

journey numbers per year (60% of all journeys) have barely moved while bus usage has decreased 5% in the

last five years. Most know the easiest solution is for people to change travel mode.  But motivating this is

complex and there has not been a scalable, replicable approach that motivates change, tracks it and provides

the evidence to prove it.

BetterPoints provides its clients a licensable SaaS behavioural change management platform with a live

programme administration system, GPS tracking/messaging/reward App, branded client portal, API,

behavioural change taxonomies, tracking algorithms and incentive and gamification options. This system,

combined with behaviour baseline and insight tools, bespoke programme design and live programme

management, implementation and engagement as well as the ability to geo-locate, white label or system

integrate, delivers lasting modal shift at scale with 24/7 data (that can be used for modelling, visualisation,

planning and enhanced mobility management) for municipalities, MaaS providers, transport companies,

automotive companies and insurance companies.

Urban population will grow 17%+ by 2030.

According to HSBC, urban congestion costs

around USD1.7 trillion today and could be 30

per cent higher by 2030 (and even double in

the developing world by that time).  

 BetterPoints sits at the heart of the emerging

MaaS/Intelligent Mobility economy which is

estimated to be growing by 49% per annum

to a market size of USD1.7t by 2028.

The BetterPoints business model consists of:1.  A monthly

license subscription for use of the SaaS Behavioural Change

management system2.  Professional services fees for

programme design, set up implementation and evaluation3.

Additional subscription fees for the usage of the BetterData

baseline and BetterInsight mobility data modelling portal

(including access to BP mobility data)4.  Charges for bundles

of BetterPoints currency with a breakage margin.5.  Plus

bespoke development charges for App and functionality

customisation

Who ARE WE

An award winning SaaS Behaviour Change

Management Platform delivering highly

effective evidence-led modal shift and

sustainability incentive programmes for

transport and mobility organisations,

enterprises and cities globally.

@BetterPoints

Betterpoints.ltd

 

problem

Solution

market
business model

traction the ask

Since our start with Reading Buses in 2013, BetterPoints has been used by

30+ clients in the UK, EU and Americas to motivate over 100,000 individuals

to change their behaviour.  We have generated over £2.5m in revenue, won

awards, built strong public awareness all whilst embedding an extraordinary

behavioural change taxonomy and proprietary mode tracking algorithms

into an incredibly innovative, flexible and scalable SaaS behavioural change

system.   Recent wins include staff modal shift programmes for one of the

world's largest airports as well as for the UK National Grid.   FInally, we have

also motivated over 15m miles of sustainable journeys.

We are seeking £600,000 in

return for 16% of equity at a

pre-funding value of £3.14m. 

 We have a term sheet for

£400,000 from the Cass

Entrepreneurship Fund, two-

thirds of our current fundraise

and they are seeking a match

of £200,000 to release their

funds.

BetterPoints was founded with a vision to enable scaleable and replicable evidence-led positive societal and

sustainability behavioural change in cities and towns globally.  Our goal is to be the leading SaaS Behavioural

Change Platform.  Our platform embeds proprietary modal identification algorithms and cutting edge digital

behaviour change techniques. The four main building blocks of behavioural change are Gamification (goal

setting around mode types, frequency, locations, etc), GPS Tracking (evidence-based journey detail),

Incentivisation and Reward Management (Points and prize draws with a full redemption catalogue that

supports local partners), and Messaging (custom messaging framework to deliver personalized messages and

content). The system includes a client branded web portal, administration system, and an application

programming interface (API).   In addition, BetterPoints recently announced the availability of two additional

products: BetterData (a digital behavioural baseline tool), and BetterInsight (a mobility data visualization

portal).
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Sergey Vladimirov
Founder

Paul Chipault
Founder

Assets and sensors generate a lot of data, but its not structured and not standardized and at times really hard

to extract. Clients owning a mixed fleet of assets are struggling to receive consistent metrics across the whole

fleet - this could be due different formats from different OEMS, poorly designed telematics systems or

unwillingness of integrator to make those extra steps to ge the necessary data.

Capte provides end-to-end solution for collecting data from different assets and sensors, delivering it into

cloud platform using integrated connectivity and generate insightful dashboards and alerts on the web. We

do not only provide hardware and software, but we work together with the client to define which data would

be useful to improve clients KPIs and how it could be collected.

Public and private transportation, logistics,

construction, mining, industrial machinery, marine

industry

One off hardware sales and subscription model

for data transmission and access via

webplatform or APIs

Who ARE WE

Ultimate telemetry solutions for

transportations, logistics, construction,

marine, industry 4.0 and other verticals

based on in-house developed hardware,

software and connectivity.

 

@CapteIOT

Capte.co

 

problem

Solution

market business model

traction the ask

We are looking for partners to introduce our

solutions into different verticals

 

 

Total over 1.5M eur in revenues with clients like

Transdev, RATPDev, RATP, Valeo, SUEZ, MAN.

4000 assets currently connected on Capte and

white labeled platforms.

We are enthusiastic team of 7 people working out of 2 offices in Amsterdam and Paris. Founders Paul and

Sergey have been working together since 2016. Both having tech backgrounds, while Sergey is focused on

the hardware and software development and Paul is leading product development and sales.
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Nicolas Olivier
CEO

Peter Hauser
CTO

Auto service professionals such as car maintenance companies or dealers are blind about the car of their

customers when they are on the road unless they are spending important budget on after sales services and

marketing calling them back to their workshop. In the meanwhile, car owners are facing a lack of

transparency and efficiency on what they need to do to keep their car in top shape and the amount it should

cost them.Fleet managers are in the same position being blind about what is happening while their assets are

on the road

CARFIT builds a unique and patented solution that leverages time series analytics to detect typical vibration

patterns and combines it with federated machine learning at edge and in the cloud to provide a "no

installation easy to deploy" IoT solution to connect any car in circulation and understand the quality of their

usage and self-diagnose maintenance needs. CARFIT deploys it’s solution on the automotive aftermarket

with a low-cost device that leverages smartphone connectivity and shortly with an LTE-M/NB-IoT version of

it that connects directly to the cloud. CARFIT works with the auto service food chain to create benefits and

efficiencies for car owners creating a usage base suite of service.

There are 1.2B passenger's cars on the roads

worldwide and counting. Before reducing the

number of cars thanks to car sharing, taxi hailing

and ultimately autonomous driving, we are adding

more cars on the roads and they are on average

aging [ie 11.5 years on average in Europe] which

means they need regular maintenance. The auto

care service industry is >$1T per year worldwide.

Concurrently there are more and more new services

and mobility services helping to lower cost of

ownership that fail to connect with the existing car

park.

CARFIT technology is deployed white or grey labelled

with auto services and dealers with a set-up fee for

integration in tools plus a monthly subscription per

device installed  CARFIT also deploys with large fleet

owners white labelled only with SDK and APIs

integration in existing system charging a set-up fee

and monthly subscription per device installed

Who ARE WE

CARFIT technology reads car vibration to

understand their usage and self-diagnose

the maintenance needs.

@car_fit

Car.fit

 

problem

Solution

market business model

traction

the ask

Create a new set of tools for Hyundai/Kia dealerships

worldwide that allow them to provide a better service

thanks to campaign orchestration contextually

triggered by their customer’s car usage.Create a

consumer offering for car owners Telefonica/O2

subscribers which allow them to access usage base

contextual benefits while contributing to anti churn

tools.

CARFIT started to ship its solution to a large mobility

service company in the USA mid last year and was

about to sign 2 new large customers in Europe

when Covid-19 started. We are looking to strike

deals with partners having access to consumers

such as banks, telcos, insurances and auto services

& dealership companies.

The founding team is made of veterans from the telecom, consumer electronics, and automotive industry;

surrounded by a world class advisory board. The CEO and co-founder have multiple exit under his belt

including an IPO on Paris Nyse stock exchange.

Benoit Stefani
CFO

Pierre Garrigues
VP BD & Marketing
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vMobility is being subjected to the biggest forces of change it has ever faced. The next generation of people

wishing to travel by car will face a myriad of new options, including automation/autonomous driving, new

powertrain options, and entirely new ownership/usage models. Accurate data modelling of the vehicle asset

will enable a range of new services, from pay-per-mile insurance through to greatly enhanced fleet

management tools

Here at Cazana we are reimagining vehicle pricing. We collect a huge range of global retail prices, and have

created a dynamic probabilistic pricing model to help our clients better understand their own financial risk.

85% of all new cars in the UK are purchased via a finance scheme- the long-term residuals of such cars are

therefore hugely important to businesses such as OEMs, insurers, dealers, fleet owners etc. Without clarity of

their financial exposure, this risk inevitably gets pushed to the consumers. Our model brings truth and clarity.

Our business serves 3 main areas; insurers/lenders,

dealers/manufacturers and consumers. Each of

these areas represents a significant global

opportunity, and we're already live in 5 geographies

(with data being collected in another 40 countries). 

 Our predictions are that each of these 3 pillars

represents at least £1Bn opportunity globally, and

within each we could reasonably expect to target

£200M from our current toolkit of services right now.

We are primarily a software as a service

(SaaS) company.  The majority of our clients

plug into our insights via our range of Restful

APIs, integrating our vehicle data insights

into their IT workflows. In addition, we also

provide custom reporting, where our insights

are decoded into easy-to-digest analysis-

helping clients make investment decisions.

We have captured over 1Bn unique data

points of vehicle adverts in the 8 years we've

been in business.  These historical datasets

are core to our business, as each advert

represents a transient, moment-in-history

state for a specific car, and can't be

mimicked, nor regenerated by others.

Automotive insights for the future of

vehicle ownership. Using big data and

predictive analytics, Cazana analyses

millions of automotive transactions daily

to assess the value and risk associated with

every vehicle on the road.

We're currently well-funded.  What we're

asking for is access to a broader network. 

 Our approach allows us to scale fast, and to

help steer our planned geographical rollout

we're asking for new global connections into

vehicle manufacturers, dealers, lenders and

insurers.

We closed 2019 with £2.5m of revenue. We are the

first new recognised valuation provider in the UK in 70

years. We have contracted with industry leaders in

each of the four industries in which we operate: finance

(BMW FS, Admiral Loans), retail (Sytner group),

insurance (esure, NFU Mutual), manufacturing (Jaguar

Land Rover). We have an exclusive partnership with

Experian in the finance and retail sectors. We are

recognised by the Financial Ombudsman for total-loss

claims in insurance.We acquired Car and Classic in 2018

and now own Europe’s largest classic and specialist

vehicle marketplace with 2.5m unique monthly

viewers

We’ve gathered a global team of experts from the automotive industry, data science, valuation science and

technology fields. We use cutting-edge realtime technology to our advantage meaning we never have to edit

data or make subjective assumptions. Together we deliver consumers and clients the most accurate, current

view of the vehicle marketplace. Founded to Tom Wood in 2012, in 2018 we switched to a B2B model to

supply OEMs, dealer, lenders and insurers with vehicle value and insights.

David Hammond
Chairman

Robert Dighero 
Director

Who ARE WE

@Cazana

Cazana.com

 

problem

Solution

market business model

traction

the ask

Tom Wood  
CEO

Tom Fussey
CCO
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Unless it is managed intelligently, EV charging will create huge issues for power grids, the environment and

consumers. Our software solves three problems related to EV charging: (1) charging an EV during peak

hours can be expensive, doubling the average UK home energy bill; (2) charging an EV during peak hours

uses carbon-intense energy from coal and gas power plants; and (3) unmanaged EV charging can wreak

havoc on the power grid, causing congestion and black-outs.

We intend to solve this problem wirelessly, by leveraging the SIM cards in EVs to connect them to our

platform and be able to control their charging wherever they are, at home or on-the-go. Our telematic

integrations with leading vehicles such as Tesla, Nissan and Volkswagen means that we can control approx.

75% of EVs on the road in the Europe; for all others we can control charging via a 'smart' charge point with

a SIM card in it. This allows us to deliver smarter, greener, cheaper EV charging to drivers.

There are approximately 8 million EVs on the road today worldwide. The International Energy Agency

predicts that EV adoption across the residential and business markets will grow at approx. 25% per year

over the coming decade, resulting in 125 million EVs on the road by 2030. Assuming each EV travels 8,000

miles per year, and energy supply costs 15 p/kWh, then the supply of electricity to EVs will be a £50 billion

p.a. market by 2030.c

Who ARE WE

@ev_dot_energy

ev.energy

 

problem

Solution

market

ev.energy is an AI-powered software platform that connects EVs, chargers, and power grids to intelligently

manage EV charging. We ask our users what time they need their car charged & work in the background to

deliver the cheapest, greenest energy possible, at home and on the go

Nick Woolley
CEO

Chris Darby
CTO

Joseph Vellone
Head of North
America

Ashley Grealish
Head of

Engineering

An AI-powered software platform that

connects EVs, chargers, and power grids to

intelligently manage EV charging. It

delivers the cheapest, greenest energy

possible, at home and on the go.
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James Lewis
CEO

Oliver Leisten
CTO

Human safety in a world of autonomous vehicles (driverless cars, delivery drones, urban mobility, etc)

depends on precision accuracy of location in a dynamic environment for situational awareness. Existing GNSS

positioning is only accurate to about 3m and is therefore unsafe. 

Helix antennas capture the high-precision signals from satellite constellations and enable 10cm accuracy,

permitting computers to drive cars on busy streets in crowded cities as safely as humans. Helix is developing

innovative antenna technology that combines new material science, inventive antenna design and state of

the art precision manufacturing technology to produce the world's smallest and most robust antenna

capable of delivering the demanded accuracy. We have developed or integrated all aspects of the technology

and our product range covers key GNSS constellations (GPS, Galileo, GLONASS, BeiDou), and the scale-up

into mass production.

Short term – defence, security,

automotive testing and

development, asset tracking,

first responder, satcomms

Medium term – drones, driver-

assist in vehicles, niche vehicle

applications, data network

synchronisation

Longer term – Level 5 AV

(driverless cars), urban

mobility, satellites, data

network wireless backhaul

Roadmap – our antenna

technology scales up in

frequency, and down in size, to

target V2X, 5G, MIMO,

Internet-of-Everything,

opening up massive global

markets via our licensed

production business model…

Initially we develop customer-specific and standard products which we

manufacture in-house for initial quantities. The scale-up for mass

production and to enable the automotive and comms industries to

access our products will be accomplished by licensing the

manufacturing capabilities to global OEMs, Tier 1s and Contract

Manufacturers. Our ‘intelligent fab’ platform comprised the design-

flow, data acquisition and machine-learning analytic capabilities, as

well as ‘blueprints’ for the laser lithography and electrochemical

equipment that a manufacturer will install. This enables us to generate

up-front licence revenue and a long-tail of production royalties. We will

continue to develop variants of the fab for our roadmap products.

Who ARE WE

Helix makes innovative antennas for GNSS

satellite positioning, navigation and timing

enabling 10cm accuracy - essential for

autonomous vehicles and drones.

Helixtechnologies.co.uk

 

problem

Solution

market business model

traction

the ask

We are raising £500k to build the team, secure the IP, complete our lead customer product

launches, and to ready the business for scale-up.

Funded contract with European Space Agency to develop precision

antennas to validate the in-built accuracy of the Galileo GNSS

constellation. Now 75% complete and the revenue to date is £600k.

Engaged with a US defence contractor to develop antennas for their

secure radio products (GNSS-based time-sync for crypto). Prototyping

now, and production will start at the end of ’20 with a run rate of 1k

units pm and a unit cost of $160 (Rev. ~ $2million pa). - Strong sales

funnel, including the drone and automotive sector.

Founder & CTO Dr Oliver Leisten is the inventor of Helix’s antennas, and is the name on key patents. He has

spent his career developing GNSS products for ever more demanding applications and has developed chip-

sets and systems as well as antennas. CEO James Lewis joined Helix in 2019 with a background in hi-tech

business from start-up through commercialisation, growth and exit, including founding Oxford

Semiconductor in 1992, and later on Redux Labs which was acquired by Google. FD Matthew Dreaper is an

experienced fundraiser and M&A accountant, and has been a key part of the Helix team from day 1.

Matthew Dreaper
CFO
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Self-driving cars are not safe for use in urban spaces. Their AI models need a substantial amount of data to

deal with edge cases. Any pedestrian, cyclist or e-scooter driver, exhibits highly complex and often irregular

behavior in traffic which is extremely difficult to anticipate by a self-driving system. Moreover, getting this sort

of data is difficult - an accident cannot simply be recorded by a camera. Thus, automotive companies cannot

progress into cities with full autonomy safely until they have this data.Currently AV companies have to drive 1

Million miles in the real world to get even 1 edge case dataset.  What they need is human behaviour data sets

and models fast, cheap, accurate and quantified.

At Phantasma we create massive virtual worlds with a high degree of realism by using high-fidelity physics

simulation models that govern the fundamental aspects of various interactions in the world. We crowd-

source real human input combined with simulation approaches to generate human behavior data and

models to be used for training autonomous vehicles for L4- L5 autonomy in cities. The focus is on

pedestrians, cyclists, scooter drivers and other vulnerable road users (VRUs). We synthetically generate

scenario datasets that can be plugged into simulation stacks, learnt and trained by real humans. Our datasets

and models are sold to car companies recurringly.

Estimated market size $15-18 Bil .

There are 200+ players active in the

autonomous driving space and any

of these players deploying in urban

spaces will need our datasets. The

estimation is based on the amount of

data automotive companies need

and the cost of acquisition of the

data using current approaches.

SaaS/Licensing Model, through which we sell human behaviour

models and datasets recurrently to our potential customers.

There are hundreds of millions of edge cases caused by humans

in traffic encapsulated in our behaviour models and datasets.

We sign up our customers for a subscription plan and we charge

them recurrently for the datasets and models we provide them

at regular intervals. We categorise and classify our datasets and

models, for which we assign a price based on value-based

pricing. Our potential customers pay in addition to these high-

value datasets and models.

Collaboration opportunities in the form of PoCs/Pilots. Target Customers: Automotive OEMs,

Tier1 Suppliers, Mobility Operators and other technology companies operating in the

autonomous driving space

At Phantasma we are enabling humans to train AI at scale through our simulation platform. We are starting

out by changing the way autonomous vehicle companies acquire human behaviour datasets and models.

Through our Simulation platform, we crowdsource real human input to generate billions of scenario datasets

and human behaviour models for training Autonomous Vehicles for different levels of autonomy. Our

technology generates crucial human behaviour - 10x cheaper and over 10x faster.

Rama 
 Nanjundaiah

CEO 

Maria Meier
CTO

Who ARE WE

Simulation platform enabling self-driving

cars understand humans better.

Phantasma.global

 

problem

Solution

market business model

traction

the ask

Supplier for big German Automaker, agreed collaborations with two global Tier 1 suppliers
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contact

IM Programme Manager

thomas.bastien@wayra.org

 

PRESS

scheila.barboza@wayra.org

 

EVENTS

calum.ducat@wayra.org

 

INVESTMENT

margaret.sheyindemic@wayra.org


